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Solio 
iPod 
Charger  
— Better Energy
Go solar to repower your iPod 
with this unfolding three-leaf portable charger. 
The highly efficient solar cells generate power 
from natural sunlight, turning eight hours of 
exposure into a full charge when far from an 
outlet. Certified eco-friendly and weighs only 
five ounces. Includes US travel adaptor and iPod 
connector. Dimensions: 4.7”x 1.3”x 2.5” 

#202542   $99.95

Can't decide what 
to get? A gift certificate is 
the way to go. They are available 
in any amount. Just ask a 
Mountain Gear customer 
service representative or order 
online at: mountaingear.com 

Trail Audio — High Gear
Keep the tracks spinning with this 
skip-proofed MP3 player. Includes 
a backlit blue LCD display for 
visual clarity, FM Radio with 
12 presets and 512 M of 
flash memory to stow 
all your favorites from 
modern ballads to classic 
bluegrass. Operates 
for 12 hours on one 
AAA. Carabiner clip 
attachment.    

#501501   $129.00

Mountaineering Monopoly 
Buy, sell and mortgage the world’s highest 
peaks with this climber take on the classic 
board game. From building tents and 
establishing base camps to landing your yak 
on Annapurna, it provides loads of family-
style entertainment. Limited quantities. 

#490480   $24.98

Lumina – Buck Knives 
With a four-function LED, this knife lights 
things up when slicing and dicing in the 
dark.  A full-size stainless blade, three-
volt power source and auto shut-off after 
five minutes all sharpen up the tech 
function, while a large lanyard hole keeps 
it clipped within easy reach.

#202530   $45.00

Topo Chocolate Gift Set — Art CoCo
Literally eat your way to the top with this 
chocolate topo set. Topographic renderings 
of Everest, Denali and Rainer are molded 
into fine mountainous form in milk and 
white chocolate for your own sweet-toothed 
indulgence. Not to be used for routefinding. 

#202531   $29.95 (set of 3 mountains)

Gunther's Big Day  
Game CD – Asana 
Guide Gunther through 30 
bouldering problems–rated V1 to 
V14–while waiting for a flight or 
procrastinating at work. He even 
gets pumped on hard problems 
and slacklines while warming up. 
Runs on a Mac or PC. 

#640738   $19.95

Basecamp Liger & Friends 
Sweet. It’s a Liger. This cross of inflatable lion and 
inflatable tiger has been bred for its powers in magic 
and will surely spice up camp conversation with 
a few choice Napoleonic lines. Also available are 
the well-traveled Gnome and the popular flightless 
Flamingo. 

Liger #702082   $19.95 (set/4)

Gnome #702083   $19.95 (set/4)

Flamingo #100203   $19.95 (set/4)

Let My People 
Go Surfing
Part memoir, 
part manifesto - 
legendary climber, 
businessman, and 
environmentalist 
Yvon Chouinard, 
founder and owner 
of Patagonia, Inc., 
weaves the story 
of his humble 
beginnings with the 
core philosophies of environmental responsibility 
that have sustained his business for the last forty 
years. Historical climbing photographs illustrate 
his success at turning a way of life into a thriving 
business. Personally signed by Yvon Chouinard. 
Ten dollars of each signed copy goes toward 
environmental cause.  

#205590   $26.95

#205591   $32.50   Signed by Yvon Chouinard

Three mountain gift set 
includes mounts Everest, 
Denali, and Rainier

Extreme Ironing 2006 Calendar
This “sport” is possibly the most bizarre 
derivative we have ever seen. But the 
movement is worldwide and these 
people are serious. You simply must 
see these pics of Scuba Diving, Tyrolean 
traverses and even a journey to the 
North Pole with an iron in hand. 

#640712   $12.95

2006 Wall Calendars
All year long these climbing calendars will open the 
eyes with inspiration. Choose from an unabashed 
celebration of feminine grace, a truly transportive 
calendar from the minds at the magnificent Alpinist 
journal or Climbing Mag’s popular favorite. 

Women of Climbing: #510037   $15.95

Alpinist 2006: #702079   $19.95

Climbing Magazine 2006: #510071   $15.95

Girls Gone 
Skiing Poster
A classic display 
of girl power, 
this vintage 
shot captures a 
wonderful moment 
in time. Taken July 
4th, 1942 at Mt 
Lassen it evokes the 
timeless feel of girls 
skiing together 

#702077   $19.95

The Last Step – American Ascent of K2
A signed copy of Rick Ridgeway’s tale of the harrowing 
American ascent of the world’s second highest–and some 
say hardest–peak. From a personal perspective, the book 
details the struggles that the foursome encountered 
twenty-five years ago to accomplish their goal. 

#444394   $21.95   (signed by author)

Alex Lowe/Conrad 
Anker Poster
Originally issued by the North 
Face, this Krakauer photo 
of the pair in Antarctica is 
being re-released to benefit 
the Alex Lowe Charitable 
Foundation. Fifty percent of 
the proceeds will be donated 
to benefit people who inhabit 
the remotest regions of the 
world. This limited edition is 
signed by Conrad Anker. 

#702028   $69.95

Masters of Rock CD
Already called a classic, these extended 
conversations with Sharma, Davis and Gill, 
hosted by Eric Horst, unveil the passion, 
personalities and secrets to the success of 
these modern rock masters. 

#202561   $13.95

Best of Stone Nudes 2006
Our favorite shots reprised from five 
years of stunning au naturel imagery 
of strong climber girls in spectacular 
settings. A Mountain Gear exclusive 
intended for artistic enjoyment only. 

#121212   $19.95

Climbing Wall Calendars
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MOUNTAIN GEAR Exclusive

Tenzing on the Summit
An extremely rare photo from 
the Royal Geographic Society, 
this print –signed by Sir Edmund 
Hillary himself- commemorates 
the historic 1953 first ascent 
of Everest. Recently accessed 
from the original negatives, a few 
limited edition prints were finished 
by hand to the highest standards. 
So impressed by the quality of 
the images, Hillary agreed to sign 
exactly ten editions of the museum 
quality piece. Numbered, with a 
certificate of authenticity bearing 
the authorized seal of the Royal 
Geographical Society, it will be 
a prized addition to the home or 
office wall. One only. 
#702014   $8,848.00

Mountain Gear exclusive



Neoprene Bottle Cozies  
These tech cozies keep your favorite end-

of-the-day bevies chilled. Made with nylon-
sheathed, wetsuit-thick neoprene they keep 
the cool and fold down flat when the last sip 

is long gone. Available in either six-pack 
of beer or two-bottle of wine versions. 
Machine washable. 

  2-Wine Bottle Tote   #202544   $19.95

 6-Pack Tote   #202543   $19.95

Bi-fold wallet

Pint Glass Sets – Mountain Gear
With the popularity of our Tie One On and Knot Again pint glass 
sets, you’d think climbers had a natural affinity for beer. What a 
better way to celebrate the stereotype with these four- pint sets 
that show the knots you need to know when on the wall. 

Knot Again Pint Glass Set #702029   $19.95
Butterfly Knot, Water Knot, Double Knot, Prusik Knot

Tie One On Pint Glass Set #490521   $19.95 
Münter Hitch, Clove Hitch, Rewoven Figure 8, Single Bowline

 

Titanium Flask – SnowPeak  
After a high-output day nothing takes the 
edge off like a swig of your favorite 
adult beverage. This titanium flask 
weighs less than three ounces, is 
free of metallic odor and holds six 
ounces of Gin, Brandy or Scotch to 
enable après-activity consumption  

#190770   $99.95

Wine Goblets
– Mountain Gear  
Either sipping spendy Chardonnay 
or swilling screw-top red, these 
stainless wine goblets blend rugged 
durability with a polished touch. 

Perfect for romantic riverside picnics 
or bonfire lit revelry. 

#702018   $12.98

Buck Metro – Buck Knives  
Compact and ergo, this palm-sized knife is a handy 
blade to have in hand. The folding blade measures 
up at 1-1/4 inches, the body doubles as a bottle 
opener and a Mountain Gear logo identifies the 
shop of choice. It weighs 1.5oz. 

#122061   $11.95

Lunastix Jester & Equinox 
No festival feels complete without someone spinning a set of these 
sticks. Learn how with the fourteen-minute instructional video and then 
build skill with the Jester starter set. The Equinox upgrades with an 
Easton aluminum shaft for faster spins and tighter tricks.   

Jester w/ DVD #202532  $29.95

Equinox #202533   $49.95

Festival Djembe Drum – Remo
Billed as truly user friendly, this key-
tuned djembe is perfect personal 
percussion for the concert or campfire 
drum circle.  The vibrant design is 
inspired by African ancestral traditions 
and the symbols represent wisdom, 
unity, harmony and peace. 

#202545   $139.00 

High Voltage 
Messenger Bag – Ducti
Sporting a bright high-
voltage strap, this mid-sized 
messenger bag displays 
the toughness that has 
become the hallmark of all 
Ducti products. Military-style 
cotton canvas survives abuse, 
bomber hardware endures and 
internal pockets keep your 
stuff organized. 

#202534  $43.95 

Wood Grips – Metolius
This aesthetically pleasing training board fits well in any 
indoor setting.  The smooth wood surface won’t shred skin 
and the compact size crams easily into a closet, over a dorm-
room door or in the remaining partition of the gear room. 
Includes instructions and training guide. 

#640725   $89.00 

Sound Shapes Drum Pack – Remo
From the best name in percussion comes an affordable three-
piece drumming set. Portable and easy to play, the 16, 12 and 
8-inch drums instantly turn any situation upbeat. Perfect as a 
road trip diversion or for waking lazy roommates. Three sets 
of mallets included.   

#202546   $49.95 

G2 G3

Jester 
w/ instructional DVD Equinox

Red Rocks Climbing Weekend 
Learn the sport of rock climbing from the pros in Red Rock Canyon, Las Vegas, 
Nevada. The weekend includes clinics by world-class climbers, Friday and 
Saturday night party, sponsor demos, comps and seminars, Sunday pancake 
breakfast, and much more! 

Three options to choose from. Basic Registration includes the Friday night kick 
off and clinics and festivities through the weekend. The Introduction to Climbing 
Weekend adds a comprehensive Friday beginner climbing course to prepare 
first time climbers for the weekend clinics. Our third option, the Introduction to 
Climbing with Gear package, is the 3-day weekend including the Friday basic 
instruction course, the full Red Rock Rendezvous weekend and the following 
gear: shoes, harness, helmet, belay device, carabiner, chalk bag and an Access 
Fund membership. 

Don’t miss out on the fun! To order or for more information, go to www.
mountaingear.com/rrr or 800-829-2009
 

772068 Basic registration $60

782358 Introduction to Climbing weekend $159

782360 Introduction to Climbing with Gear Package $299 

Front

Climb Globally & Ski Globally
Drink Locally T Shirts 
Pairing some of North America’s greatest 
routes with their respective regional brews, 
this T-shirt places two important life lists on 
prominent display. From El Cap to the Grand, 
it supplies local info on which pint to raise 
when celebrating each of these formidable 
climbs. 

Climb Globally Short Sleeve T Shirt S-XL   Black   
#640741   $19.95

Ski Globally Long Sleeve T Shirt S-XL   Black   
 #640809    $24.95

Duct-Tape Wallets – Ducti 
These tough-as-nails wallets proudly display an 
allegiance to our favorite miracle tape. Externally 
wrapped for strength and style, they exemplify 
a powerful individual streak that spawned the 
original idea. Choose tri-fold or bi-fold. 

Tri-Fold Wallet: Black   #202538   $19.95

Bi-Fold Wallet: Black Stripe   #202539   $19.95

Tri-fold wallet

Tie One On Pint  Glass Set

Knot Again Pint Glass Set

Give the Gift of Climbing at 

The Red Rock 
Rendezvous

March 24th – March 26, 2006



Everest Bell –  artist Jeff Clapp
These beautiful bells are crafted 
from oxygen canisters left behind by 
expeditions up Mt. Everest. Maine-
based artist, Jeff Clapp, hand-turned 
these canisters into handsome bells 
that resonate with a powerful sound 
and a compelling story. Each bell comes 
with documentation of Jeff’s trip to the 
Himalaya to recover these canisters. 
By turning piles of climber trash 
into a ready raw material Jeff has 
created pure beauty out of thin air. 
Bell chamber measures 12” long X 
5” diameter. Hanger is 5”.

#205232   $1,995.00

Covert Hoody – Arc'Teryx  
Warm, wooly and hooded, this beautiful 
piece is perfect when the air turns crisp. 
Wooly Thermal Pro fleece, laminated zip 
pockets–including one on the sleeve–and a 
hide-inside hood handle the seasonal shift 
with expert Arc’teryx style. 

S-XL   Redwood, Slate, Honeycomb    
#201677   $169.00

Duct Tape Watches  
for Men & Women – Ducti  
These bomber watches feature a smooth 
sweep, sport a duct-taped finish and 
show strength when worn into rough 
outdoor environments. Fully rated to 
survive action-sport abuse and styled 
with progressive wide-band confidence. 

Men's #202536   $59.95

Women's #202537   $59.95 

Silk Travel Pyjamas – Cocoon  
Whether slumbering in sight of the Pacific or 
bunking in a Rocky Mountain cabin, these silk pjs 
will keep anyone smiling at bedtime. Both smooth 
styles come with a button-up long-sleeve top, a 
full-length pant and a mesh carry bag. 

Men's: S-XL   Dark Blue   #202525   $64.95

Women's: S-L   Royal Blue   #202526   $64.95

Bag In A Box – Timbuk2  
Give the gift of a custom 
messenger bag with this pre-boxed 
setup. Inside is a gift card that 
accesses the Build Your Own Bag 
site where the lucky recipient can 
pick colors, customize with  an 
aftermarket accessory and have a 
brand new bag shipped directly to 
their door.   

#190773   $100.00

Toastee Toes Slippers  
Shuffling around in these cozy double-
layer fleece slippers keeps feet 
comfortable on cold concrete, kitchen 
tile or cabin hardwood. The colorful 
braid trim is handcrafted in Ecuador 
and the sole is cushioned with plush 
polyurethane midsole. 

#100173   $36.00   

DriZone Bootie – Sierra Designs  
We know from hut and house experience 
that these down booties are so warm and 
comfortable they’ll be hard to ever take off. A 
proprietary waterproof/breathable fabric keeps 
out moisture, while an ankle-high cut prevents 
snow from slipping inside. 

Men's: S-XL   Asphalt   #190765   $49.95

Women's: S-XL   Blue Sky   #190766   $49.95

Bells from Everest Ornaments 
These Christmas ornaments ring true with any 
climber that cares about the plight of the world’s 
highest peak. Hand-lathed from Everest’s spent 
oxygen canisters, they are a festive addition to any 
tree and support a laudable effort to clean a very 
special place.    

#205234   $45.00 (4-pack)

Ice Cream Maker 
Excuse the pun, but this human-powered ice cream maker allowed 
us to have a ball while mixing up a batch of homemade Vanilla. Pack 
it full of ingredients, ice and rock salt and then roll it around for 15 
minutes while waiting for some tasty frozen desert. 

Blue, Red   #202540   $29.95

Climbing Inspired Jewelry  
– Horn Jewelry 
The exquisite detail on this climbing 
jewelry makes it a great addition to any 
active girl outfit. Cast in Sterling Silver 
each piece is distinctively designed to 
mirror reality on a smaller scale.  Choose 
the climbing rope, rope and biner necklace 
or the new climb-on pin.  

Climbing Rope Chain & Carabiner:  
#490519   $59.95

Carabiner Earrings: #490515   $19.95

Climber Pin: #190456   $19.95

Benchmark Replicas
Give the gift of a USGS 
survey marker without the 
pickaxe or legal ramifications. 
These 3” solid brass replicas 
look exactly like the ones that 
adorn the summits of Rainer, 
McKinley, Hood, St. Helens 
and Whitney. Suitable for 
engraving on the backside 
and complete with a velvet 
pouch 

#106791   $33.00 

Prayer Flags
These ubiquitous Tibetan flags display the true colors of 
every climber. Whether affixed to the summit or hanging 
on the front porch, they stand for space, air, fire, water 
and earth while elevating our spirits to the most majestic 
mountain kingdom. Set of 25 on one string 

#490420   $19.95 

Sweet 16 Boot Dryer – DryGuy 
A storm-cycle essential for any serious skier, this 
personal dryer handles boots up to 16 inches in 
height. It plugs into any 120V household outlet 
and dries boots or gloves for tomorrow’s helping 
of fresh. A three-hour timer protects against 
overheating mishaps. 

#205226   $94.95

G4 G5

TKA 100 Glacier Zip – The North Face     
An ideal layering piece or wear by itself. Deep 
1/4 zip front, relaxed fit, resists pilling and fading.  

S-XXL   Deep Water Blue, Manzanita Red, Vert Moss 
Green, Black   #107543   $44.95

Deep Water Blue

Vert Moss Green

Black

Manzanita Red

Honeycomb

Shown as example

Benchmarks Available:

Mt Adams
Devil’s Tower
Mt Elbert
El Capitan
Grand Teton
Mt Hood
Longs Peak
Mt McKinley
Mt Rainier
Mt Shasta
Mt Washington (NH)
Mt Whitney



Fly Bar 1200  
This big air pogo 
stick provides a full boost 
of upward propulsion. An 
elastometric spring system–
powered only by leg strength 
and body weight–enables five 
feet of overhead air. Adjustable 
piston length controls bounce 
height and wide foot pegs help 
stick the landing. 

#640818   $299.00

Imp SnowKite Trainer w/Bar – Windzup
Harness the power of wind over snow with this 
adrenaline-fueled kite.  Substituting a full sail for 
gravity, the Imp Control turns flat fields into skiable 
terrain and saves miles of slogging on wide-open 
approaches. This easy-to-use introduction is 
trimmed and tuned to balance performance and 
stability with easy handling. Size large with control bar.

#205224   $174.95

Airboard Classic – EMO Gear 
Speed downslope with this supersonic sled.  Designed 
for helmet-first descents, it is equipped with hard rubber 
runners and side mounted handles that aid in steering 
and help hang on tight when getting airborne.  

#640358   $269.00

Trikke 12
Self-propelled carves pepper the fun ride 
on this inventive three-wheeler.  Great 
dryland training for skiers, it weaves 
balance, core stability and coordination 
into a fast and smooth ride. Rated as 
extremely addictive, it is easy to control 
and super safe. 

#640812   $379.95

Wobble Board 
Find your center while strengthening ankles and building 
balance for those double blacks with this challenging 16-inch 
disk. Supported only in the center, its three angles force 
muscles to work when standing on two legs or balancing 
precariously on one.. 

#640728   $59.95

Weeble Boards 
Used in pairs, these small disks build strength and balance 
for both the upper and lower body. Independent action 
and 18-degree angles make them a challenging addition to 
the standard set of squats, wall sits or push-ups. 

#640724   $49.95 /pair

Bongo Board     
This super fun balance board spices up the 
mind-numbing off-season routine with a solid 
supply of fun. The 32-inch deck sits atop a 
multi-rotational polyurethane wheel that rolls 
both fast and smooth on surfaces as different 
as dorm room carpet and gear room concrete. 

#640729   $89.95

Powerball 
Mastering the powerball’s centrifugal force challenges 
personal dexterity and digital strength, but with 
practice this hand trainer brightens up with LED lights 
and really hums.  Based on gyroscopic forces, it is a 
fun substitute for the squeeze and release routine. 

#490481   $24.95

Flashflight & Disc-O Flying Discs
Utilizing a bright LED fiber optic array this disk illuminates from every 
angle.  A competition weight of 185 grams enables the full quiver of 
throws for even the most serious Ultimate players. The Disc-O game 
adds two LED headbands for improving nighttime aim.    

Flashflight Disc: #105508   $19.95

Disc-O:   #202541   $24.95

The Grimper II – Asana Packworks
Ready, set, crimp.  This mano-a-mano challenge is the perfect 
diversion to pull out when lazing around the coffee table or 
spouting off at the bar.  The 12-inch plastic game comes with a 
variety of Enterprises screw-on holds. 

#640737   $29.95

Underside

Kris Holm Mountain Unicycle   
The mountain unicycle elevates steep 
singletrack and narrow log rides to a new 
degree of difficulty. Designed by one-
wheel master Kris Holm with a stout 
aluminum frame, high-grade componentry 
and a handled seat to help clean tough 
technical sections. 

#640812   $379.95

G6 G7

Disc-O

Flashflight

The kit



Want More? 

Visit our online 
Brand Shops for 

the most complete 
selection of quality 

gear available.
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Expedition Tents/BivysExpedition Tents

46   MOUNTAIN GEAR 

Stronghold 

#201200   $3,000.00

Eldorado 

#350900   $575.00

Himalayan 47 

#346169   $699.00

Thor 3P 

#201185   $529.00

Tent	 Capacity	 Trail	Weight	 Floor	 Vestibule	 LxWxH	(in.)
Bombshelter		 4	 8lb	11oz.	 50	sqft.	 20	sqft.	 90	x	80	x	44

Bombshelter — by Bibler
Four-person parties bunk comfortably in this tough 
single-wall shelter. Weighing only nine pounds packed, 
it reduces the shared load, pitches easily from inside 
and keeps the interior climate controlled in bad weather 
with waterproof/breathable fabric. Dual vestibules, 
opposing doors and a mesh pocket array aid logistical 
convenience during complicated climbs.

•Full-pole front vestibule •Quick-clip design

Bombshelter   #350903   $799.00     
Footprint   #103671   $49.95

VE 25 — by The North Face
This summit-bid standby provides more than enough 
space for two climbers and their full assortment of 
gear. Dual doors and vestibules provide easy exits and 
good stowage, while a taped bucket floor prevents 
ground-level moisture from penetrating. Zip vents, 
clear poly windows and internal pockets exhibit clever 
utility when waiting for weather to break.

•Dual doors and vestibules •Compression stuff sack

#101731   $498.95 
25 Footprint   #101709   $44.95 
Gear Loft 1   #350078   $14.95

Tent	 Capacity	 Trail	Weight	 Floor	 Vestibule	 LxWxH	(in.)
VE-25	 3	 10lb	14oz.		 48	sqft.	 10	+	5	sqft.	 85	x	60	x	48

Trango Tents — by Mountain Hardwear
This double-wall tent forms a bomber base camp during 
extended alpine stays. A quick-clip design sets up fast, 
four poles with seven intersections survive gusting 
winds and the windowed expedition canopy lets in light 
when confined to the tent. A roomy front vestibule 
keeps gear out of the weather and loft-style shelves 
stow items required to pass the time.

•Full-pole front vestibule •Quick-clip design

Trango 2 #100229   $425.00 
Trango 2 Footprint   #350195   $39.95

Trango 3.1 #100236  $525.00 
Trango 3.1 Footprint   #351195   $49.95

Triangular Gear Loft   #350190   $12.00

Rectangular Gear Loft   #350191   $12.00

Tent	 Capacity	 Trail	Weight	 	Floor			 Vestibule		 LxWxH	(in.)
Trango	2	 2	 9lb	2oz.	 41	sqft	 11	sqft.	 92	x	66	x	41
Trango	3.1	 3	 10lb	8oz	 48	sqft	 18	sqft.	 92	x	82	x	48

Alpinist 2P —  by Marmot
A single-wall shelter for fast alpine assaults, this two-
climber tent fights off storms with MemBrain fabric. 
Knee-joint poles provide extra dimensional space, a 
roomy stake-out vestibule stows climbing gear and 
an adjustable vent lets fresh air circulate. The design 
pitches from inside when storms are brewing and 
stows quickly in a burrito stuff sack.

•Waterproof/breathable MemBrain fabric •Burrito stuff sack

#101089   $449.00

Tent	 Capacity	 Trail	Weight	 Floor	 Vestibule		 LxWxH	(in.)
Alpinist	2P	 2	 4lb	15oz.	 30	sqft.	 8	sqft.	 88	x	50	x	42		

Tent Accessories
Deluxe Tent Repair Kit #395168 $15.50

NiteLine (3mm X 15m) #614827 $17.95

Replacement Tent Stakes (6) #570135 $7.50

Snow & Sand Tent Anchors (4) #531252 $7.95

Tent	 Capacity	 Trail	Weight	 Floor	 Vestibule	 LxWxH	(in.)
EV	2	 2	 4lb	14oz.	 31	sqft.	 NA	 105	x	48	x	41

EV2 —  by Mountain Hardwear
Ed's shelter for his final Annapurna ascent, this single-wall tent is made 
for high-altitude success. Conduit fabric blocks threatening storms and 
translucent seam panels let in light when stuck inside, while a trim 
footprint pitches on narrow ledges. The integrated vestibule stows gear–
or allows legs to stretch–and cold-forged connectors reduce structural 
stress.

•Integrated floored vestibule •Translucent x-Pac seam panels •Dual UVX windows 
•Waterproof/breathable Conduit FR

#201186   $625.00 
Footprint   #101076   $35.00

Bigwall Bivy  
— by Bibler
Multiday climbs demand 
the presence of this 
shelter. Seam-taped 
ToddTex seals out storms and a waterproof RF-welded tie-in point takes 
a load off the mind, making stays on spindrift-encrusted ledges almost 
enjoyable. Sewn-in headspace hood and mesh face panel.

•Wt. 1lb 10oz. (regular), 1lb 13oz. (long) •Dimensions: 90" x 35" (regular), 99" x 35" (long)

Regular   #810201   $209.00

Long   #810201   $219.00

Basic Bivy  
— by Outdoor Research
This basic bivy delivers 
stormproof protection without fanfare. 
A Hydroseal floor stays tough and taped 
seams seal out leakage, while a Gore-Tex top allows 
the body to breathe. Facial netting keeps biting bugs away and a 
full-circle opening enables easy morning exits.

•Wt. 1lb 4oz. •Dimensions 84" x 25"

Yellow   #346107   $179.00

Deluxe Bivy  
— by Outdoor 
Research
Roomy inside, the Deluxe benefits from a 
headspace pole, five-foot zipper and large foot space. 
Featured for alpine assaults with pad straps to prevent slippage and secure 
guyline loops. A Gore-Tex top, Hydroseal floor and taped seams all provide 
storm security.

•Wt 1lb 9oz. •Dimensions 87" x 25" x 18"

Midnight Blue   #103950   $219.00

Tripod Bivy  
— by Bibler
The top-flight 
performance of 
this shelter is derived 
from fully taped waterproof/
breathable construction. A laminated nylon floor and stake-out optional 
ground cloth stop seepage in wet, wintry weather, while a spacious three-
pole structure creates a personal peak.

•Wt. 2lb 6oz. •Dimensions 87" x 35" x 25"

#570131   $298.00

Photo: Cameron Lawson   courtesy Mountain Hardwear
Andrew Mclean shakes the frost off his EV2 in the Canadian Rockies.

Hot Sac — by Western Mountaineering
Turn up the heat during winter nights with this vapor-barrier liner. A metallic 
lining reflects warmth back to the body and an elastic drawcord prevents 
evaporative heat loss. A great companion for cold or high camps, this red-
hot sack also functions as an emergency bivy.

•Wt. 4.5oz. 

#125648  $85.00

Winter Bivy — by Black Diamond
Keep down dry in wet environs with this minimalist winter bivy. Water-
resistant Epic fabric sheds unanticipated elements, while a nine-ounce 
weight is ideal for climbers who prefer to keep the kit slim. Also serves 
well as a shell for bags destined to spend few nights in a cave.

•Wt. 9oz. • Dimensions 82"x33"

#101145   $99.50



Summit — by Buck Knives
Part of the Whitaker collection, this 
knife pares down to the essentials: 
half-serrated blade, bottle opener, 
screwdriver and corkscrew.

•3 1/4-inch blade

Black, Blue, Red   #440119  $69.95
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JETBOIL Complete Cooking System 
— by JETBOIL
A two-minute boil time proves the ultra-
efficiency of this 15-ounce integrated 
stove system. Five pieces—a burner, heat 
exchanger, windscreen, one-liter cup and 
cozy—interlock and sit securely on a JetBoil 
fuel canister, which provides 12 total liters of 
rolling boils.

•Wt. 15oz. •2 minute boil time  •Fuel not included

#103697   $79.95

Companion 
Cup

Coffee 
Press

Pot Support  
& Stability Kit

GigaPowerTitanium Auto Stove   
— by SnowPeak
This 2.5-ounce, palm-sized unit is the 
lightest way to cook your noodles. A 
stainless spindle controls the flame, self-
starting ignition requires no lighter and a 
powerful burner boils one liter of water in 
just less than three minutes time.

•Wt. 2.5oz. •Fuel not included

GigaPower Titanium Auto Stove 
#401200   $74.95

Windscreen #401204   $8.95

Trek 700 Titanium Pot  
— by SnowPeak
Made from titanium, this 
one-person pan adds only five 
ounces to the kitchen. The 
slotted lid lifts with a fork and 
the pot–which saves space 
with a folding handle and 
nests a canister inside–serves 
up 26 full ounces of high-carb 
alpinist meals. 

•Wt. 4.7oz.

#346120   $29.95

1Liter Water Bottle Parka 
— by Outdoor Research
Keep hot tea warm or water from 
freezing with this insulated Nalgene 
cozy. Zip-top closure and Quick-Stick 
attachment.

Red, Dark Grey   #201038   $19.95

StoAway 
— by Camelbak
Insulating tube 
and reservoir, this slide-in 
bladder keeps water 
flowing in winter. D rings strap 
it along and a wide opening refills fast. 

70oz. #100155  $35.00 
100oz. #100155  $39.95

Aquamira — by McNett
Tasteless chlorine dioxide drops that 
eliminate the pump-and-clog hassle. 
Seven drops of A plus B treats one 
liter in 20 short minutes. 

•Treats up to 30 gallons

#415008  $13.50

Windmill Stormproof Lighter 
— by Essential Gear
Get a light in any weather with this 
windproof torch. Clear case shows 
remaining fuel.

#420394  $44.95

Titanium 
Cafe Press  
— by Snowpeak
Brew morning java 
with this titanium 
press and tall  
17-ounce cup. The single cup is 
perfect for climbers trying to cut 
down.

•Wt 6.3oz. (press) Wt. 2.4oz. (cup)

#102035   $49.95

Titanium Cup #102045   $19.95

Mountain Gear Coffee Press 
Break out this stainless French 
press anywhere, from the tailgate to 
the cabin for one good cup of joe.

•Wt 16oz.

#103608   $19.95

Orikaso Picnic Set – Orikaso 
Fold and snap these pieces into 
bowl, cup and plate shape for dining. 
Industrial-grade plastic is lighter than 
titanium and cleans up easily.

•Wt 6.8oz. •Includes 2 plates, 2 cups & a bowl

Red, Blue   #105570   $24.00

MSR Miox Purifier — by MSR
Joining salt and electricity, this 
device treats up to 4 liters at once. 
Two lithium camera batteries power 
it for 200 liters and test strips verify 
potability.

•7"x1.25" •Meets EPA guidelines

#410203  $129.95

Miox Purifier Replacement Filter  
#410204   $17.95

Hiker Pro 
— by Katadyn
Pump one liter per minute directly 
into a Nalgene with this classic aqua 
source. Removable filter protector 
extends cartridge life. 

•Wt. 11oz.

#135715  $69.95

Hiker Pro Cartridge #135716   $34.95

Spatha — by Petzl
A corrosion-resistant knife for wet 
conditions. Easy-opening blade and 
big-clipping biner hole. Choose large 
or small, serrated or straight.

•Wt 2.5oz. (L) 2oz. (S)  
•Blade length 3.5 in. (L) 2.25 in. (S)

Small   #640110   $21.00 
Large   #640111   $21.00

Mountain Gear Water Bottle 
Our fine logo on the ubiquitous taste-neutral Lexan bottle. 
Attached screw top and volumetric markings. 32oz.

#103304   $7.95

WhisperLite Stoves — by MSR
With a reputation for reliability, this appliance 
remains the designated cook during 
countless backcountry trips. A quick boil 
time, self-cleaning shaker jet and small 
folded size keep preparation simple, while 
field maintainability ensures a hot meal. In 
addition to white gas, the International burns 
kerosene or auto fuel in a pinch.

•Wt 14.5oz. •Easy-adjust pump •Fuel bottle not included

WhisperLite Shaker Jet Stove   
#101042   $69.95

Internationale 600 Stove   
#101039   $79.95

Expedition Service Kit   
#101058   $24.95

Trillium Stove Base   #400500   $19.95    

Windscreen Kit   #400014   $9.95

XGK EX— by MSR
Born from the cumulative experience 
of the XGK, this next iteration will 
transform the expedition kitchen. A 
new flexible fuel line packs smaller, 
while retractable legs and pot 
supports stabilize hot, heaping meals. 
Equipped with a shaker jet for easy 
cleaning and capable of burning a 
wider variety of fuel when a hardware 
store resupply is not an option.

•Wt 17.2oz. •Flexible fuel line •Expanded 
multifuel capacity •Retractable legs and pot 
supports 

XGK EX Stove   #135670   $129.95

Expedition Service Kit   #101064   $24.95

Trillium Stove Base   #400500   $19.95 

Windscreen Kit   #400014   $9.95 

3-Piece Titanium 
Cookset  
— by SnowPeak
Blending light and flavorful, 
this titanium set provides 
enough pans to cook a 
sumptuous backwoods feast. 
Two pans–an 18-ouncer 
and 22-ouncer– alternate 
responsibility for meal prep, a 
foldout handle allows dining 
sans bowl and a fry pan 
doubles as a lid.

•Wt. 7.1oz.

#410216   $34.95

DragonFly Stove — by MSR
Adjustable between fry and boil to 
simmer or sauté, this stove keeps 
the flame under total control. A 
self-cleaning shaker jet, multifuel 
versatility and stable legs make firing 
it up a trip highlight for any true 
backcountry gourmet

•Wt. 18oz. •New easy-adjust pump  
•Fuel bottle not included

Stove   #101037   $119.95

Expedition Service Kit    
#101062   $24.95

Trillium Stove Base   #400500   $19.95

Windscreen Kit   #400014   $9.95

Aluminum Fuel Bottles — by MSR

Refillable. Available in 11, 22 or 33-oz.

•Wt. 2.8oz. (11oz.),   4.9oz. (22oz.),   6.9oz (33oz.)

#403403

11oz.  $9.95  22oz.  $10.95  33oz.  $11.95
Jetpower Fuel 100 (3.5oz.)   
#103705   6 pack for $23.00

GigaPower Fuel 110 (3.9oz.) 
#103622   6 pack for $16.95

GigaPower Fuel 250 (7.8oz.)  
#103623   6 pack for $23.00

Ultralight Utensils — by SnowPeak

Collapsible birch and stainless steel 
chopsticks, an ultralight titanium fork-and-
spoon setting, and a titanium spork.

Carry-on Chopsticks   #401221   $19.95

Titanium Fork & Spoon Set   #410219   $8.95

Titanium Spork   #401220   $8.95

Flat

Folded

Miniworks 
EX — by 
MSR
Speed the flow 
with this repressurizing 
quick-trip filter. Internal ceramic 
element cleans easily and the outlet 
screws directly to a Nalgene.

•Wt 16oz.

#410166  $79.95

Marathon EX Ceramic Element  
#410167   $37.95

Fundamentals Kit  
— by Adventure Medical
Sized right for one-week trips, this 
med kit provides the pills, tape and 
potions you'll most likely need to 
treat unexpected maladies.

#345997   $98.00

Gription Spout — by Guyot
This grip-and-sip handle screws 
to one-liter Nalgene bottles and 
prevents spills with a push-button 
spout. A hole allows clipping to a 
pack. Bottle not included.

#105571   $12.95

JETBOIL Accessories

Pot Support & Stability Kit  #122060   $19.95

Coffee Press   #165817   $19.95

Companion Cup   #165816   $29.95
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Helmets & Eye ProtectionHeadlamps

Myo XP —‑by Petzl
As if the high-powered single LED wasn't enough, this light adds 
a flip up lens to flood the immediate area and offers push-button 
Boost Mode, which cranks up wattage for 20 crucial seconds. Three 
lighting levels and a low-life indicator work together to balance 
brightness with conservation, while a tiltable body shines the 
focused beam where it's needed most.

•Wt 5.6oz w/3 AA batteries (included) •Up to 170 hr burn time 

#445171   $69.95
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Myo 5 & Myobelt 5 —  by Petzl
Four beam settings give this 5-LED light 
a versatile focus. A three-way voltage 
regulator conserves power, while a xenon 
halogen bulb shines at max wattage when 

full illumination is needed. A tilting and 
twisting bezel narrows it from flood 

to spot for easy route finding. 
For fast-motion activities, the 
Myobelt places the power source 

in the pack or on the belt.

•Wt. 8.4oz. w/ 4 AA batteries (included) Myo 5 •Up 
to 4hr burn time xenon halogen •Up to100hr burn time LED

•Wt. 10oz. w/4C batteries (included) Myobelt 5 •Up to 
12hr burn time xenon halogen •Up to 280hr burn time LED

Myo 5   #445162   $77.95

Myobelt 5   #445164   $84.95

6V xenon Bulb   #445165   $5.95

6V Standard Bulb   #445166   $4.95

Zenix IQ —  by Black Diamond
A true thinking-man's light, this one monitors 
power to bulb with an integrated chip for max 
efficiency. Mode memory remembers the last 
setting, a power meter displays remaining AA life 
and a blinking locator light acts as a find-me-fast 
beacon. A lensed Hyper LED throws a long beam, 
while toggling to a dual LED conserves when 
completing close-proximity tasks.

•Wt 5.7oz. w/2 AA batteries (included) •Up to 180hr LED burn time 
•Up to 30hr Hyperbright xenon burn time •Intelligence integrated 
circuitry

#640762   $47.95

Myo 5 

Tikka XP —‑by Petzl
The 3-ounce weight and handy Boost Mode–which 
provides a 20-second charge of concentrated 
light–make this four-LED light indispensable in any 
situation. Three lighting levels and a low-battery 
indicator place power conservation as a priority, 
while a tiltable body aims light. A compact size 
packs almost anywhere and waterproof housing 
survives submersion.

•Wt 3oz. w/3 AAA batteries (included) •Up to 120hr burn time 
•Boost mode

#640833   $49.95

Tikkina —‑by Petzl
This compact emergency light amazes with 
brilliant proximity lighting and long life. Tiltable 
housing directs three LEDs to the task at hand, 
while a simple strap keeps this two-ounce light 
small enough to stow in a top pocket, chalk sack 
or bike bag. A 13-meter beam provides plenty 
of distance for fixing gear, reading the map or 
cooking noodles.

•Wt 2.7oz w/ 3 AAA batteries (included) •Up to 120hr burn time

#640760   $23.95

Vectra IQ — by Black Diamond
This ingenious lamp eliminates inconvenient 
swaps with a top-mounted bulb that changes 
color as battery power wanes. Equipped with 
brilliant bulbs–both xenon and LED–it uses 
integrated circuitry to optimize output for 
constant illumination. Mode memory saves 
toggle-through time and blinking locator light 
makes finding it easy, even in total darkness.

•Wt 8.9oz. w/4 AA batteries (included) •Up to 14hr Superbright 
xenon burn time •Up to 180hr LED burn time •Battery power meter

#640765   $64.95

Myobelt 5

Soliras — by Black Diamond
For rescue professionals, this lamp recharges when 
the day’s work is done. Depending on scenario, it 
flips between a one-amp searchlight xenon bulb 
and effecient LED array. Rated to IPX waterproof 
standard and equipped with a strobe setting.

•Wt. 10.2oz.w/rechargeable lithium ion battery (included) •Up to 300hr 
burn time LED •4 AA compatible •Includes wall & auto rechargers 

#640594   $149.95 
Searchlight Bulb   #640595   $8.50 
Lithium Ion Battery #640596   $64.95

Nightray — by Black Diamond
Five SuperBright LEDs outfit this light with the 
capacity to adapt when conditions change in a 
flash. A center-lensed LED projects a powerful 
beam, while a 4-bulb array illuminates objects 
within close proximity to personal space. 
Switchable between 2-LED, 5-LED and strobe, it 
shines the right beam during any situation.

•Wt 4.9oz. w/3AAA batteries (included)  
•Up to 200hr Superbright LED burn time

#640763   $39.95

Silver Star —‑by CAMP
Breathable anti-bacterial mesh keeps this ABS-
shelled helmet smelling good even when you 
don’t. An effective fit system sizes it right, an 
attachment clip keeps the headlamp steady 
and aeration holes–which shield debris with 
aluminum mesh–let air flow freely.

•Wt. 14.5oz. •Includes storage bag

Red, Gray, Blue   #165495   $68.00

Elios —‑by Petzl
Combining an injected polycarbonate shell and an 
expanded polypropylene liner, this superlight helmet 
protects the head during any ascent. Ergo shape 
and a rear adjustment wheel ensure proper fit, 
while four hooks steady a headlamp in the predawn 
hours. Attach the fog-resistant Vizion Shield as an 
eye barrier against ice, shards and spindrift.

•Wt. 12oz.

1 Reg., 2 Large   Blue, White, Orange   #640116   $59.95

Vizion Helmet Shield: #640044   $44.00

Elios Vision —‑by Petzl Charlet
Purchase this combo in tandem and bank a few 
bucks for post-climb brews. This Elios helmet–
available only in safety-first orange–comes 
complete with the fog-resistant Vizion Shield, 
which protects the face from flying debris when 
chipping away at ice.

•Wt. 13oz.

1 Reg., 2 Large   Orange   #101908   $99.95

Ecrin Roc —‑by Petzl
This helmet fits to any sized noggin or headwear 
with a quick turn of the two adjustment wheels. 
Large side holes keep cool air flowing through 
and a durable shell withstands falling debris. 
Optional vent plugs seal the inside from rain, 
sleet and snow.

•Wt. 15.7oz.

Red, Yellow, White   #103157   $84.00

Helmet Plugs (4 pack)   #621093   $7.00

Half Dome —‑by Black Diamond
With an easy-adjust fit and ergonomic shape, 
this climber's helmet serves and protects in any 
climbing season. A ventilation system moves the 
breeze through, a padded liner absorbs sweat 
and a clip holds a headlamp steady during alpine 
starts. 

•Wt. 12.3oz.

Pearl White, Blue. Grey   #640077   $57.50

Skull Cap Liner   #991102   $18.00

Advance —‑by Julbo
Sleek shades for glacier travel, the Advance keeps 
eyes safe on the snow. Bendable temples tighten 
the fit, a morpho nose bridge grips with tacky 
texture and photocromatic brown glass lenses 
allow variable visible light protection - up to 95%.

•100% UV protection 

Alti Chrome X4: Silver, Black   #455281   $99.00

Polarized/PhotoChrome: Silver, Black    
#455281   $129.00

Micropore Blue —‑by Julbo
With leather side shields and dark lenses, this 
classic glacier glass keeps eyes safe from 
damaging high-elevation rays. Wrap temples 
ensure a good fit, a unique nose bridge prevents 
fogging and glass X8 lenses block 93% of visible 
light without distorting the view. 

•100% UV protection •93% visible light reduction

Silver, Black   #190260   $119.00

Nose Protector: Black   #411579   $9.00

Sherpa —‑by Julbo
The minimal weight and high performance of 
these full-coverage specs makes them a natural 
selection for skiing or mountaineering. Reducing 
visible glare by 88%, the lightweight poly- 
carbonate lens is also shatter-resistant and  
coated with a mirrored blue finish.

•100% UV protection •88% visible light reduction

Spectron X5: Grey   #190262   $39.00

Thin Air —‑by The North Face
With swappable lenses and removable side 
shields, these streamlined shades adapt quickly 
when light conditions fluctuate. An air-flap system 
prevents fogging, while Gripsoft on the nose and 
Integra at the temples secure them to your face.

•100% UVA/UVB protection •Polycarbonate 
Polarized lens

Spectra 10 Plz/AF: TNF Red, Black   #190362   $199.00

Spectra 10 AF: TNF Red, Black   #190362   $169.00

Photo: John Evans   
Ouray Ice Festival 2004
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Belay/Rappel/AscendHarnesses

Chaos —‑by Black Diamond
The compression-molded Chaos utilizes a 
bullhorn-shaped waistbelt to upgrade lumbar 
support when setting sights on demanding 
routes and lengthy belays. An anti-abrasion textile 
endures multipitch wear and a wicking interior 
stays dry on testy sport routes.

•Wt 1lb 10oz

XS-XL   #200328   $72.50

Safe‑Tech Waldo —‑by Metolius
With 1/2-inch-thick foam and five-inch-wide 
loops, this harness lessens the big-wall load. 
Safe Technology equips almost every part to 
withstand a 10kN load, minimizing the chance of 
a fatigue-related accident. Four burly loops rack 
gear or holster hammers and a second belay loop 
helps manage clutter.

•Wt. 1lb 9oz.

S-L   #640822   $129.00
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Adjama 
Shown

Adjama & Sama —‑by Petzl
Optimized geometry, breathable belt and dense 
foam leg loops make these options comfortable 
for any discipline. Four gear loops and three 
Caritool positions rack up gear, while adjustable 
loops on the Adjama and stretch loops on the 
Sama adapt to thicker layers.

•Adjama Wt. 13oz. •Sama Wt. 11.6oz.

Adjama: XS-L   #640703   $74.95 
Sama: XS-XL   #640702   $69.95

Caritool #640705   $6.50

Vertical —‑by Trango
Thrifty climbers appreciate the affordable 
performance this 50-buck harness provides for 
gym or crag use. Firm laminated foam supports, a 
wicking poly liner manages sweat and four loops 
holster draws. Leg loops adjust to layers and 
releasable risers drop on demand.

•Wt. 12oz.

Sizes: XS-XXL   #640021   $49.95

Blizzard —‑by Black Diamond
Specializing in the ice and mixed arenas, this 
compression-molded option supports the lumbar 
when stressing or straining over multipitch routes. 
Made with snow-shedding fabrics, enough range 
to fit bulky winter layers and nine ice clipper slots 
to rack 'em up. 

•Wt. 1lb 2oz.

Sizes: XS-XL   #200270   $74.95

Blizzard Holster #625172   $9.95

Ice Clipper #202214   $6.95

Shown
with Ice 
Clipper

Momentum AL —‑by Black Diamond
This biomechanical harness displays great range–
from sport and trad to ice and alpine–without a 
hefty price tag. Ripstop resists abrasion, molded 
gear loops ease racking and a reprofiled 7-mil-
thick waistband sits comfortably. Also available 
without adjustable leg loops.

•Wt. 15oz.

Momentum AL: XS-XL   Black, Rust   #200702   $44.95

Momentum: XS-XL   #200703   $39.95

Bod & Alpine Bod —‑by Black Diamond
Perfect for ski mountaineers or alpine minimalists, 
these harnesses trade bulk for pure function. Both 
designs supply the basics of four fixed gear loops 
and quick release risers for fast transitions over 
skis or crampons. The Bod adds Synchilla padding 
and a haul loop. 

•Wt. 1lb 2oz (Bod), 14oz. (Alpine Bod)

Bod: XS-XL   #911350   $49.50

Alpine Bod: XS-XL   #911360   $29.95

Voyager —‑by BlueWater
For group trips, gym classes or trust-building 
exercises, this diaper-style harness is as simple 
as climbing gets. A long single-pieced web-and-
buckle design fits almost anyone, adjusts easily 
and functions well when getting a first taste of 
the vertical dimension.

•Wt. 17oz.

One Size Fits All   #620025   $30.95

Simba — by Petzl
This full-body harness 
gets sub-70-pound 
kids climbing safely on 
the wall. Adjustable as 
junior grows, it features 
cool colored webbing 
and back buckles that 
stay out of reach.

•Wt. 10.5oz.

One Size    
#101853   $59.95

Wiz Kid  
— by Black Diamond
Designed for supervised 
top roping, this harness 
is sure to stoke out the 
little guy or girl. Similar 
in look, comfort and 
durability to an adult BD, 
it fits five-to-ten-year-
olds perfectly.

•Wt. 9oz.

One Size    
#201234   $39.95

Cinch — by Trango
A fast feed, predictable 
lower and quick lock-off 
in the event of a fall 
make the compact 
Cinch a great self-
braking alternative. 
Works on 9.4 to 11mm 
ropes, weighs less than 
six ounces and fits in the 
palm of the hand.

•Wt. 5.5 oz.

#640518   $69.95

Grigri – by Petzl
This self-braking device lends a 

hand when belaying a heavyweight or 
safeguarding a lead. It locks off quickly 
when subjected to fall forces and lowers 
smoothly by varying grip on the rope. 
Perfectly paired with a Freino biner, which 
adds another radius for extra hold.

•Wt. 8oz.

Grigri: Grey, Red, Blue   #640680   $79.95

Freino Braking Carabiner: #101845   $38.50

Shown with 
Freino

SBG II  
— by Omega Pacific
One single motion 
transitions this device 
from full lock-off to fast 
feed. V-slots add friction 
for skinny ropes or husky 
partners, while the option 
of clipping in short adds 
braking power. Wrapping 
small-diameter ropes 
around the rigid stem 
facilitates a safer rappel.

•Wt. 3oz. 

#620131   $16.95

Super 8 
— by Black Diamond
Tapered front-
end design 
works smoothly 
with double 8s to single 
11mm ropes. Light, 
anodized and individually 
tested. Assorted colors.

•Wt. 3oz. 

#620092   $14.95

Soloist  
— by Wren
A soloist's self-
belay device that 
feeds on advance 
and locks solidly in 
a fall. Function with 
a directional cam and 
requires knowledge of 
advanced rigging.

•Wt. 14oz. 

#615227   $99.95

Silent Partner 
— by Wren
Linking braking 
to rope speed, 
this device feeds 
smoothly but 
locks quickly in a 
fall. Works with a  
harness alone and 
catches a fall in 
any orientation.

•Wt. 1lb 5oz.

#614220   $225.00

Ascension  
— by Petzl
These ergo 
ascenders maximize 
upward mobility. 
Large openings fit 
gloved hands, wear-
reducing chrome 
steel cam and 8 to 
13 mm compatibility. 
Specify left or right..

•Wt. 7oz. 

#103052   $59.00

ATC XP & ATC  
— by Black Diamond
Trademark smoothness, kink-
free geometry and a quick catch 
gives these simple-to-operate 
devices their popular appeal. 
The XP adds an extended 
central surface to reduce 
kinking and grooved jaws 

that increase power with 
variable friction.

•Wt. 3oz. (ATC-XP), 1.8oz. (ATC)

ATC XP: #640004   $22.50

ATC: #620158   $17.95

Rappel Rack —‑by BlueWater
A six-bar device that precisely controls 
speed. Flat or 90-degree clip point. 
Rack and bars sold separately.

Sizes: 90°, Flat   #103153   $18.00

Brake Bar   #620145   $4.00

Grooved Brake Bar   #620146   $5.50

Rescue 8  
—‑by BlueWater
Search 
and rescue 
ops swear by 
this piece's larger 
opening for lowering 
heavy loads with 
thicker ropes. Double 
anodized finish.

#620027   $29.00

Ropeman Mark II  
—‑by Wild Country
Gentle on ropes and 
suitable for a broad 
range of rope diameters, 
this compact and 
lightweight tool survives 
ascent abuse.

#635000   $35.00

Basic —‑by Petzl
A small, simple 
and compact 
ascender for 
occasional use. 

Adapts to pulley 
systems, rope 

climbing and fixed 
self-belays.

•Wt. 5 oz.

#615048   $49.00

1/2” Screw‑Lok D  
—‑by Omega Pacific
Favored for rescue 
and industrial use, this 
oversized locking steel 
biner features a 65kN 

rating. Gold or black.

Gold Steel   #160860   $16.45

Black Steel   #617027   $17.35

Stop —‑by Petzl
Release this piece's 
handle for a brake on 
single-rope descents. 
Threads through without 
unclipping from the 
harness. Clip to a Freino 
for added braking power.

•Wt. 12oz.

#615364   $85.00

Croll —‑by Petzl
A chest-mounted 
ascender that 
stays flat against 
the abdomen. 
Ergo opening, 
shoulder strap hole 
and small profile.

•Wt. 5oz.

#615285   $49.00

Tibloc  
—‑by Petzl
A ropework multi-
tool for climbing, 
canyoneering or 
crevasse rescue. 
Ascend a rope, haul 
a second or set up a 
pulley system. Light 
and compact.

#103128   $26.00

Reverso/Reversino — by Petzl
A good guide’s choice, these 

lightweight devices work for 
a leader or second when 

mountaineering on multi-
pitch routes. They provide 
an auto-lock belay for 
one or two followers, 

keep ropes separated and 
supply a smooth rappel. The 

Reversino is made for thin ropes 
sized from 7.5mm to 8.2mm.

•Reverso Wt. 2.8oz.  
•Reversino Wt. 2oz. 

Reverso #624000   $26.95
Reversino #640520   $26.95
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8000 Meter Parka & Pant —‑by Marmot
High-altitude expeditions are the clear domain of 
this shelled and lofty parka. Fully baffled 800-fill 
down traps a constant heat supply, while a Gore 
DryLoft shell presents a barrier to high-mountain 
precipitation. A hood, down-filled draft tube and 
gripper powder skirt keep heat locked inside when 
setting your sights on the tallest peaks and most 
exposed lines.

•Wt 2lbs 14oz. (parka) 34oz. (pant) •800-fill down •Gore-Tex 
DryLoft •Baffled construction •Powder skirt (parka) •Full side 
zips (pant) •Lycra bib panels (pant)

Men’s Parka: S-XL   Red/Black   #351050   $575.00

Men’s Pant: S-XL   Red/Black   #351070   $425.00

Inversion Jacket —‑by Cloudveil
This 14-ounce down parka provides quick-draw 
warmth at the trailhead, the high point or the 
day's final destination. Superlight Mirage ripstop is 
generously stuffed with high-purity 650-fill down 
and treated with a DWR and an acrylic coating for 
multiseason repellency and resiliency. Finished with 
a MP3 pocket, elastic cuffs and a reflective-logo 
stuff sack.

•Wt 14oz. •650-fill down •Mirage ripstop w/acrylic coating 
•Reflective logo stuff sack •Pod pocket •Reverso zips

Men’s: S-XL   Petrol, Black   #201272   $195.00

Women’s: XS-L   Bluebell   #201273   $195.00

Nuptse Jacket —‑by The North Face
High loft makes this down parka a nice piece for day 
tours, quick-hit trips or cold and clear nights in town. 
700-fill down warms the chilled core, Velcro cuffs 
keep arms down and doubled shoulders withstand 
pack-strap wear. The whole piece self-stuffs into an 
internal pocket and the men's hides a basic taffeta 
hood for braving brief bouts of nasty weather.

•Wt 24oz. •700-fill down •Z-ripstop nylon fabric •Zip-in-to-TNF 
compatibility •Self-stowable •Emergency taffeta hood (men's)

Men’s: S-XXL   Rhythm Blue, Asphalt Grey, Black    
#202232   $198.95

Women’s: XS-XL   Kyoto Plum, Sweet Berry, Black 
#202233   $198.95

Phantom Jacket & Vest —‑by Mountain Hardwear
The minimal weight and maximal warmth of these pieces tailor them to ounce-conscious skiers 
and climbers. 15D shell fabric, 800-fill down and laminated detailing shave weight, while box-quilt 
construction keeps it lofty on overnights. Fleece-lined pockets and one-handed cords trim it for 
backcountry convenience. The Women's styles it up a degree with a beautiful diamond quilt and 
the vest–at only 12 ounces–is a perfect quick-draw pick for the über-light day-tour kit.

•Wt 16oz. (jacket) 12oz. (vest) •800-fill down •Superlight 15D shell •Laminated front zip and cuff tabs  
•Chamois-lined collar •Diamond quilt (women's)

Men’s Jacket: S-XL   Chili, Shark   #102041   $225.00

Men’s Vest: S-XL   Shark, Sapphire   #104360   $149.00

Women’s Jacket: 4-12   Red Onion, Shark   #102051   $225.00

Sub‑Zero Jacket & Vest—‑by Mountain Hardwear
Versatility is what has earned the Sub Zeros a favorable five-star efficiency rating. Stuffed 
with 650-fill down and shelled with reinforced ripstop fabric, they warm up everything from 
cold snow-cave camps to walks around town. Fleece-lined pockets and elastic cuffs simplify 
use on winter trips, while waterproof stuff sacks keep them dry when packed.

•Wt 27oz. (jacket) 17oz. (vest) •650-fill down •Z-rip shell •Taslan reinforcement •Stuff sack included

Men’s: S-XL   Cayenne, Carbon, Black   #261013   $159.00

Men’s Vest: S-XXL   Black, Carbon   #261115   $99.00

Women’s: 6-14   Rosie, Icelandic, Black   #261014   $159.00
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Himalayan Parka —‑by The North Face
Toughened in high-wear areas, this high-grade 
parka endures trip after trip into the alpine realm. 
Infused polymer reinforces the fabric without 
adding bulk, 900-fill down maximizes the loft-to-
weight ratio and HyVent keeps weather outside. 
Eight pockets–including two patch and two bottle 
pockets–provide plenty of space for all in-camp 
essentials.

•Wt 2 lbs 11oz. •900-fill down •HyVent DT fabric •Infused 
polymer construction •Welded baffles •Removable hood

Men’s: M-XL   Spanish Rust, Black   #202000   $498.95

DriZone Bootie —‑by Sierra Designs
Keep toes toasty at camp or in the ski cabin with 
these down booties. A proprietary waterproof/
breathable fabric keeps out moisture, while an 
ankle-high cut prevents snow from slipping inside.

Men’s: S-XL   Asphalt   #190765   $49.95

Women’s: S-XL   Blue Sky   #190766   $49.95

Photo: Kent Wagner   Denali Summit Ridge in ideal conditions.

Absolute Zero Parka & Pant  
—‑by Mountain Hardwear
800-fill warmth, Conduit SL breathable 
waterproofing and welded-baffle construction 
ensure a warm alpine experience in these high-
mountain heaters. The parka simplifies life at the 
hut or high camp with internal bottle pockets and 
one-handed hood, waist and hem cords, while the 
pant's rainbow seat eases answering natures call.

•Wt 3lbs 3oz. (parka) 23oz. (pant) •800-fill down •Conduit SL 
ripstop fabric •Welded watertight baffles •Dual chest pockets 
(parka) -•4-slider rainbow rear zip (pant)

Men’s Parka: S-XL   Red   #101924   $599.00

Men’s Pant: S-XL   Black  #101888   $349.00

	 	 S M L XL 
Men’s  7-8 8.5-9.5 10-11 11.5-13 
Women’s  5-6.5 7-8 8.5-9.5 10-11 

Asphalt
Blue Sky

Plasma Parka —‑by Marmot
High warmth to weight and a luxurious removable 
down-filled hood sets the Plasma apart at crowded 
high camps. Baffled 800-fill down traps heat in 
subzero temps, MemBrain blocks water and 
reinforcement toughens the exterior for 14-er 
climbs. Snug Lycra cuffs, a down-filled draft tube 
and an oversized layer-friendly fit equip it for the 
wide world above treeline.

•Wt 27oz. •800-fill down •Pertex ripstop shell •Zip-off down 
hood •Oversized fit •Lycra cuffs

Men’s: S-XL   Red/Black, Black   #105272   $325.00

Sub‑Zero SL Hooded Jacket 
—‑by Mountain Hardwear
Waterproof for wet mountain climates, this 
jacket features 650-fill down, a Conduit shell and 
detachable down hood. The shell repels sleet and 
snow, the fill traps heat during frigid camps and 
the detachable hood zips off when clear skies 
prevail. Outfitted with internal bottle pockets to 
keep beverages fluid and a stuff sack for easy 
winter packing.

•Wt 2lbs 4oz. •650-fill down •Conduit SL shell •Detachable 
down hood •Back waist pull •Stuff sack included

Men’s: S-XL   Sapphire, Tiger, Black   #201636   $269.00

Women’s: 6-14   Kingfisher, Black   #100468   $269.00

Black
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